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About CyberKnight

CyberKnight Technologies is a cybersecurity focused value-added-distributor (VAD) covering the Middle East
with on-the-ground presence in all key regional markets. Our ZTX (Zero Trust Security) methodology, based
on the Forrester framework, incorporates emerging and market-leading cybersecurity solutions that protect
the entire attack surface, by leveraging AI, threat intelligence and collective defence. CyberKnight helps
security and risk teams at enterprise and government customers simplify breach detection, prevention and
incident response, while addressing regulatory compliance. CyberKnight's Art of Cybersecurity Distribution
methodology enables strategic partners to achieve greater market penetration, return-on-investment and
time-to-value.

Our portfolio includes some of the world’s best-known cybersecurity vendors across the full Zero Trust
security spectrum. Below is the list of our technology partners for your reference:

CrowdStrike – EDR, EPP, Threat Intelligence & IR

The CrowdStrike Falcon® platform’s single lightweight-agent architecture
leverages cloud-scale artificial intelligence (AI) and offers real-time protection
and visibility across the enterprise, preventing attacks on endpoints on or off
the network. Powered by the proprietary CrowdStrike Threat Graph®,
CrowdStrike Falcon correlates trillions of endpoint-related events per week in
real time from across the globe, fueling one of the world’s most advanced
data platforms for security..

https://www.crowdstrike.com/

Attivo Networks – Deception & Internal Threat Intelligence

Attivo Networks® is the leader in dynamic deception technology for real-time
detection, analysis, and accelerated response to advanced, credential, insider,
and ransomware cyber-attacks. The ThreatDefend Deception and Response
Platform accurately detects advanced in-network threats and provides scalable
continuous threat management for user networks, data centers, cloud, IoT,
ICS-SCADA, and POS environments.

https://attivonetworks.com/

www.cyberknight.tech info@cyberknight.tech
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RiskIQ – Attack Surface Management, VIP & Social Media 
Monitoring

The RiskIQ platform is built upon the widest breadth of data in the industry to
provide the insight and automation needed to map and monitor your
organization’s internet-exposed digital attack surface, understand and
mitigate exposures, and expedite external threat investigation. By discovering
exactly what belongs to your organization and layering on 12+ years’ worth of
historical internet data, RiskIQ customers have visibility into attacks ranging
from the deep and dark web to the surface web and even the physical world,
and the analytics necessary to receive the most relevant, real-time alerts that
inform quick and decisive action.

https://www.riskiq.com/

Group-IB – Online Fraud, Anti-Piracy, Threat Intelligence / 
Detection & Brand Protection

Group-IB is a provider of solutions aimed at the detection and prevention of
cyberattacks and online fraud. The company also specializes in high-profile
cyber investigations and IP protection services. Group-IB’s Threat
Intelligence system has been named one of the best in class by Gartner,
Forrester, and IDC, while its Threat Detection System has been recognized as
one of the leaders in Network Detection and Response. Group-IB’s
technological leadership is built on the company’s 17 years of hands-on
experience in cybercrime investigations around the world and 60 000 hours
of cybersecurity incident response accumulated in one of the biggest
forensic laboratory and a round-the-clock center providing a rapid response
to cyber incidents—CERT-GIB. Group-IB is a partner of INTERPOL, Europol,
and has been recommended by the OSCE as a cybersecurity solutions
provider. Group-IB’s experience, threat hunting & intelligence have been
fused into an eco-system of highly sophisticated software and hardware
solutions designed to monitor, identify, and prevent cyber threats.

https://www.group-ib.com/

FLASHPOINT – Deep & Dark Web Threat Intelligence

Flashpoint delivers Business Risk Intelligence (BRI) that empowers
organizations worldwide to combat threats and adversaries. Fueled by a
combination of sophisticated technology, advanced data collections, and
human-powered analysis, Flashpoint tailors its offerings to customer
requirements. The result is meaningful intelligence that enables large
enterprises and the public sector to bolster cybersecurity, confront fraud,
combat insider threats, enhance physical security, and address vendor risk and
supply chain integrity.

https://www.flashpoint-intel.com/

https://www.riskiq.com/
https://www.group-ib.com/
https://www.flashpoint-intel.com/
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EclecticIQ – Analyst-Centric Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP)

EclecticIQ Platform is one of the leading Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) that
empowers threat analysts to perform faster, better, and deeper investigations
while disseminating intelligence at machine-speed. EclecticIQ Platform sits at
the center of a threat intelligence practice, collecting intelligence from open
sources, commercial suppliers and industry partnerships into a single
workspace.

https://www.eclecticiq.com/

IronNet - Network Traffic Analysis (NTA) & Network Detection
and Response (NDR)

IronNet was founded by General (Ret.) Keith Alexander — former head of the
NSA and Commander U.S. Cyber Command — to defend companies,
organizations, sectors, and nations against highly organized cyber adversaries
and sophisticated attacks.

IronDefense is a Network Detection & Response (NDR) platform that improves
visibility across the threat landscape and amplifies detection efficacy within
your network environment, allowing your SOC team to be more efficient and
effective with existing cyber defense tools, resources, and analyst capacity.

https://ironnet.com/

Devo - Security Analytics & Log Management Above 3TB of

Data per Day

Higher-performance, cost-effective enterprise level big data analytics platform
for customers ingesting above 3TB of data per day.

Devo unlocks the full value of machine data for the world’s most instrumented
enterprises, putting more data to work—now. Only the Devo data analytics
platform addresses both the explosion in volume of machine data and the
new, crushing demands of algorithms and automation. This enables IT
operations and security teams to realize the full transformational promise of
machine data to move businesses forward.

https://devo.com/

Seceon – aiSOC (SIEM, SOAR, UEBA)

Seceon aiSIEM™ is developed from the ground up to deliver “Comprehensive
Cybersecurity for Digital-Era”. This streaming platform includes functionalities
of traditional SIEM, SOAR, user and entity behavioral analytics (UEBA),
Network-Based Anomaly Detection (NBAD), Network Traffic Analysis (NTA),
Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Endpoint detection & Response (EDR),
Vulnerability Assessment (VA), threat intelligence feeds for correlation and
enrichment, advanced machine learning (ML), AI with actionable intelligence
and proprietary feature engineering and Policy 2.0 to proactively detect
threats/breaches and automatically or push button containment or elimination
of threats in real-time. aiSIEM lowering SOC operational cost by more than
80%.

https://www.seceon.com/

https://www.eclecticiq.com/
https://ironnet.com/
https://devo.com/
https://www.seceon.com/
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Lookout – Mobile Threat Defense (MTD) & Mobile App Security

Lookout is a cybersecurity company for the post-perimeter, cloud-first, mobile-
first world. Powered by the largest dataset of mobile code in existence, the
Lookout Security Cloud provides visibility into the entire spectrum of mobile
risk. The platform applies a suite of detection techniques including machine
learning, informed by millions of endpoints and analysed applications, to
secure organisations from the latest threats. A highly scalable cloud-first,
mobile-first platform, only Lookout Security Cloud provides a privacy-centric
approach that continuously protects users and cloud data from the latest
phishing, application, device, and network threats. The platform comes with
easy-to-use cloud modules for security detection, visibility, response, and
remediation.

https://www.lookout.com/

Ilantus - Complete IAM platform: SSO, PAM, Identity

Governance & Administration

Compact Identity, has been hailed as an Innovation leader in leading analyst
Kuppingercole's Leadership Compass. The reason is that the product is the
first complete Identity Management product on the market. It offers Single
Sign-on, Password Management, Identity Governance and Identity
Administration, all from the same dashboard. Features are comprehensive,
rivalling any other leading product. But the differing value is that you get all
this, plus additional unique features that are only in Ilantus. Ilantus is the most
competitively priced IAM solution on the market. Ilantus can be on-premise
and perpetual, a subscription in the cloud, or a pay-as-you-go model for a
single module at a time, building upon IAM progressively.

https://www.ilantus.com/

StrikeReady – AI SecOps Assistant

StrikeReady™, a SaaS technology, offers the most advanced security solution
that helps the SOC team answer the following questions

• What are the latest attacks seen in the-wild that are targeting my industry?
• How do I validate what products (or not) can protect my organization

against the latest attacks?
• How can I prioritize or de-prioritize the patch management scan results?
• How can my team gain knowledge regarding tools, tactics and techniques

used by the threat actor?
• How do I continuously measure my current security posture?
• How do I automate generation of mitigations required to safeguard my

organization from the latest attacks?

Armis – Agentless IoT and OT Device Security

Armis is the first agentless, completely passive enterprise cyber security
platform to address the new threat landscape of connected devices. The Armis
platform discovers every managed, unmanaged, OT and IoT device in your
environment. The platform maintains a comprehensive device inventory of
critical device information and calculates device risk scores based on factors
like vulnerabilities, known attack patterns, and unusual behavior. When the
Armis platform detects a threat, it can alert security teams and trigger
automated action to stop an attack. Through integration with switches and
wireless LAN controllers, as well as the existing security enforcement points,
the platform can restrict access or quarantine suspicious or malicious devices.

https://www.armis.com/

https://www.ilantus.com/
https://www.armis.com/
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Titus – Data Identification and Classification

Titus, a HelpSystems Company, is a leader in providing solutions that enable
businesses to accelerate their data protection strategy. The company’s
products enable organizations to discover, classify, protect, analyze, and share
information. With an open, intelligent policy manager, Titus customers can
address regulatory compliance initiatives and get more out of their existing
security investments. Millions of users in over 120 countries trust Titus to keep
their data compliant and secure.

https://titus.com/

Boldon James – Data Classification and Secure Messaging

Boldon James is an industry specialist in data classification and secure
messaging, delivering globally-recognised innovation, service excellence and
technology solutions that work. Part of HelpSystems, we integrate with
powerful data security and governance ecosystems to enable customers to
effectively manage data, streamline operations and proactively respond to
regulatory change. We are a safe pair of hands, with a 35 year heritage of
delivering for the world’s leading commercial organisations, systems
integrators, defence forces and governments.

https://www.boldonjames.com/

Clearswift – Adaptive Data Loss Prevention (DLP) with
Steganography and Redaction

Clearswift is trusted by government, defense and financial organizations
around the world to prevent cyber threats and protect critical information. Its
Adaptive Cyber Security and Data Loss Prevention solutions provide an
unparalleled layer of inspection, sanitization and threat prevention, enabling
secure collaboration through across email, web, endpoint and cloud
applications.

https://www.clearswift.com

Stealthbits – Data Access Governance, AD Security, Just-in-
Time Privileged Access Management (PAM)

Stealthbits Technologies, is a cybersecurity software company focused on
protecting an organization's sensitive data and the credentials attackers use to
steal that data. stealthbits provides the most comprehensive Data Access
Governance, Active Directory Security, and Just-in-Time Privileged Access
Management portfolio in the industry.

https://www.stealthbits.com/

https://www.clearswift.com/
https://www.stealthbits.com/
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Seclore – Data Classification & Digital Rights Management
(DRM)

With Seclore’s Data-Centric Security Platform you can unify best-of-breed
Data-Centric Security solutions into a cohesive, automated framework without
added integration costs. Orchestrate your Data-Centric Security process to
streamline the discovery, classification, protection and tracking process. Unify
your best-of-breed solutions to automate discovery, identification, protection,
and tracking of sensitive information.

https://www.seclore.com/

PhishRod – Security Awareness and Training Platform &
Phishing Simulation

Humans are the weakest link in the information security chain. Here, the
chain is the security of your organization and its cyber defense is majorly
dependent on the weakest link. PhishRod contains: Phishing Campaigns,
Security Awareness Program (LMS), Empowers end users to report suspicious
emails & Policy Compliance Manager.

https://phishrod.co/

Cyberinc - Remote Browser Isolation

With Isla Isolation Platform you can stop threats without trying to identify
specific threat attributes and protect from an unsafe Internet without needing
massive security teams or requiring a change to your everyday habits. In fact,
Isla isolates and helps users improve productivity. Grounded in the principles
of Zero Trust security, Isla neutralizes the critical categories of web, email and
document-based threats by taking all incoming code and isolating it on a
remote virtual browser, then streaming harmless pixels back to your endpoint.

https://cyberinc.com/

Valimail – Automated Anti-Spoofing & Guaranteed DMARC
Enforcement

Valimail’s robust approach to sender identity validation, authentication, and
authorization ensures that fake senders don’t get into the inbox, stopping
phishing and BEC attacks. So you can trust the emails in your inbox — and
recipients can trust the messages you send. Valimail’s automated anti-
phishing and BEC protection, including full DMARC enforcement, so only
legitimate senders can send email as your brand.

https://www.valimail.com/

https://www.seclore.com/
https://phishrod.co/
https://cyberinc.com/
https://www.valimail.com/
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CoreSecurity – Automated Penetration Testing & Vulnerability
Validation

Core Security offers an easy-to-use penetration testing tool with commercially
developed and tested exploits that enables your security team to exploit
security weaknesses, increase productivity, and improve efficiencies. It also
offers an advanced threat detection system that automatically and accurately
identifies hidden infections, in real time, on live traffic, built on over a decade
of scientific research and big data visibility.

https://www.coresecurity.com/

Immersive Labs - Cyber Skills Development & Training 
Platform

There is a critical shortage of cyber professionals across the globe. Existing
cyber professionals need to keep their skills sharp. Immersive Labs provides
an innovative solution for training new cyber professionals and honing the
skills of existing professionals. Immersive Labs provides pathways for skills
development to equip capable individuals to become cybersecurity experts.
Its labs drop users into simulated attacks like a bank targeted by organized
criminals or a data breach at a healthcare provider. Immersive Labs align
their interactive training content to industry-standard frameworks including
CyBOK, IISP, NIST-NICE and MITRE ATT&CK.

https://immersivelabs.com/

RedSeal – Cyber Risk Modeling

RedSeal’s cyber risk modeling platform for hybrid environments is the
foundation for enabling enterprises to be resilient to cyber events across
public cloud, private cloud and physical network environments. RedSeal
helps customers understand their network from the inside out – providing
actionable intelligence, situational awareness and a Digital Resilience Score
to help enterprises measure and improve their resilience.

https://www.redseal.net/

https://www.coresecurity.com/
https://immersivelabs.com/
https://www.redseal.net/
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Arista – Secure Segmentation, Connectivity and Visibility for
On-premise and Cloud Datacenters

Arista provides IT security operations teams with software-driven control
and visibility that encompasses secure segmentation, secure connectivity, a
cognitive management plane, and security monitoring and traffic analysis.
Arista’s EOS software automates the insertion of security services with the
CloudVision Macro-Segmentation Service for both physical and virtualized
workloads anywhere on the network with a leading ecosystem of service
and security partners.

https://www.arista.com/en/

CipherCloud – Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), Secure
Access Service Edge (SASE) and Zero Trust Network Access
(ZTNA)

CipherCloud, now part of Lookout, a leader in cloud security, provides
powerful end-to-end protection for data resident in the cloud. CipherCloud
delivers a comprehensive multi-cloud security platform that integrates
advanced data protection, adaptive policy controls, monitoring, cloud risk
analysis. An award-winning cloud access security broker delivers
comprehensive visibility, data security, threat protection, and compliance for
cloud-based assets. CipherCloud provides the deepest levels of data
protection and real-time data access control to provide an immediate
solution for challenging cloud security and compliance problems.

https://www.ciphercloud.com/

https://www.arista.com/en/

